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ABSTRACT 

Virtual X-in-the-Loop (XiL) environments are gaining significant importance in the test of Advanced Driver 

Assistance Systems (ADAS) and Automated Driving Systems (ADS). In order to derive reliable test results, 

credibility of XiL environments must be evaluated using suitable methods for XiL validation. This typically 

involves a back-to-back comparison to reference proving ground (PG) tests. Due to uncertainties inherent to PG 

and XiL, this validation requires the analysis of multiple test executions. Since this may not always be feasible 

with limited data availability, we define plausibilization as a preliminary step towards validation, comparing two 

single test executions in PG and XiL. A plausibilization method is presented, combining the evaluation of pass/fail 

criteria (PFC) and scenario distance measures. Finally, the application of the method in an ADAS series 

development project by evaluating three example Software-in-the-Loop (SiL) scenarios confirms that this is a 

reasonable plausibilization approach. Furthermore, it is shown that the method can be adjusted in a flexible way 

to meet requirements from different automation levels, systems or scenarios. 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, the scope of driving automation has increased significantly to improve vehicle safety, driver 

comfort and efficiency. Given the growing capabilities of both ADAS and ADS, the required testing depth and 

width increases as well. Current test strategies will not be able to cover future testing demands for safety validation 

as they rely heavily on real-world testing [1]. It is therefore necessary to make use of alternative testing methods. 

A promising approach pursued in research and industry is scenario-based testing in combination with XiL 

environments [2]. While XiL is a key enabler for efficient scaling of test volume, the credibility of XiL 

environments has a major impact on the potential to replace or supplement real-world testing [3]. In this paper, 

we discuss the validation of XiL environments and the role of uncertainties in test environments in this process. 

Furthermore, we introduce “plausibilization” as an initial step in a validation process. Finally, a plausibilization 

method is presented and applied to an example dataset from an ADAS series development project. 

STATE OF THE ART 

Advanced Driver Assistance Systems 

Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) process environment sensor data to support the driver in 

longitudinal and/or lateral vehicle control. Even if an ADAS is active, the driver retains full responsibility for 

vehicle control and can always override the system. [4] In this paper, two specific ADAS are considered: 

An Advanced Emergency Braking System (AEBS) tracks objects in front of the ego vehicle and triggers driver 

warnings and brake interventions to avoid or mitigate collisions. AEBS are mandatory for new vehicles in the 

European Union since 2015. [5] While the minimum legal requirement is a speed reduction of 20 km/h [6], state-

of-the-art AEBS are able to avoid collisions up to 80 km/h ego speed on stationary objects1. According to the SAE 

                                                           

 

1 https://www.adac.de/rund-ums-fahrzeug/ausstattung-technik-zubehoer/assistenzsysteme/lkw-

notbremsassistenten/ 
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automation levels, an AEBS system is classified as a SAE level 0 system, as it executes a braking action only 

temporarily in case of a hazard. 

Similar to an AEBS, a Blind Spot Information System (BSIS) also tracks objects, however in a lateral zone next 

to the ego vehicle. The main objective of this system is to support the driver in turning scenarios as especially 

pedestrians and cyclists may be difficult to see for the driver due to the obstructed field-of-view from the truck 

cabin. Whenever there is an object close to the ego vehicle, a BSIS information is issued. In case of a potential 

collision during a turning maneuver, the BSIS issues a warning to the driver. [7] The so-called Active Sideguard 

Assist (ASGA) is a system by Daimler Truck, which additionally triggers a braking intervention in parallel to a 

BSIS warning [8].  BSIS and ASGA can also be classified as SAE level 0. 

Metrics and Pass/fail Criteria 

Metrics and Pass/fail criteria (PFC) are used to evaluate the behavior of an ADAS or ADS. While we consider 

metrics as continuous values, a pass/fail criterion yields a binary information [9]. Performance metrics cover 

aspects such as driver comfort or fuel efficiency [10, 11]. For safety-related analysis, a variety of criticality 

metrics exists [12] to evaluate “the combined risk of the involved actors when the traffic situation is continued”. 

[13] An example criticality metric example is Time-to-Collision (TTC) [14]. 

X-in-the-Loop Testing 

In X-in-the-Loop (XiL) testing, different representations of the System under Test (SUT) can be tested in closed 

loop simulation environments [15]. Depending on SUT representation, different XiL variants such as the 

following exist: 

 Model-in-the-Loop (MiL): A software model is tested in a virtual environment. 

 Software-in-the-Loop (SiL): Real software code is tested in a virtual environment. 

 Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL): Real software code is integrated into target hardware and tested in a virtual 

environment. 

Combining XiL and scenario-based testing enables the continuity of test cases across different XiL environments. 

Testing different representations of the SUT aims to reduce the share of real-world testing in order to cover the 

growing test width and depth for higher automation levels. [2] Nevertheless, real-world testing environments such 

as proving ground and field operational testing continue to play an important role for the system release [16] and 

serve as benchmark for the validation and plausibilization of XiL environments. 

Both XiL and PG testing are prone to uncertainties and errors [3, 17]. While errors represent an explicit deviation 

of system behavior from a reference behavior, uncertainties relate to the possible and/or expected errors of a 

system [18]. Consequently, an error can be regarded as a result of an uncertainty. A distinction can be made 

regarding the type of uncertainties. Aleatory uncertainties are inherent to a system and occur stochastically. They 

cannot be reduced, however it is possible to quantify them with statistical models [18, 19]. In contrast, epistemic 

uncertainties are theoretically reducible as they result from a lack of knowledge or modeling inaccuracy [18, 19]. 

In general, both types of uncertainties can occur in XiL and PG tests [3]. 

If XiL test results are used in an overall test statement, XiL validation is a crucial contribution to substantiate 

credibility of the XiL environment. In contrast to validation of an SUT, XiL validation evaluates the behavior of 

the test environment only. While there exist various approaches to validate simulation models of XiL subsystems 

such as sensor models [20, 21] or vehicle models [22, 23], the focus of this paper shall be the overall validation 

of a full XiL environment. This can be achieved by comparing XiL results to a real-world reference, such as PG 

tests or other real-world driving data. Relevant inputs are trajectory data [3, 24–26] or criticality metrics [3, 24, 

26]. It is possible to directly compare time rows as well as features derived from time rows [3, 25]. Another option 

is to evaluate maneuver similarity [26]. Furthermore, by using statistical means such as standard deviations [27] 

or tolerance intervals [3], it is possible to cover uncertainties in both XiL and PG. 

Scenario-based Testing 

Scenario-based testing provides a structured approach to describe real-world traffic through scenarios that form 

the basis for the test and release process. A scenario is defined as the temporal development between several 

scenes, similar to a storyline [28]. Each scene describes a snapshot of static elements and dynamic actors that 
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form the ego vehicle’s environment. Three abstraction levels of scenarios were initially introduced by [29] and 

used in in the PEGASUS project. They have been extended by a fourth level of abstract scenarios in the VVM 

project [13]. While the abstraction level decreases from functional to concrete scenarios, the number of potential 

scenarios to be tested increases: 

 Functional scenarios: A human readable description of a scenario, concentrating on the behavior and 

relation of included actors. This may include a visualization. 

 Abstract scenarios: A formalized, machine readable description, including declarative descriptions such 

as constraints. 

 Logical scenarios: A parameterized scenario representation, including parameter ranges or distributions 

as basis for a parameter variation. 

 Concrete scenarios: A scenario derived from a logical scenario by selecting a specific parameter set, 

e.g. start velocities and distances. 

Bock et al. [30] propose a 6-layer model for structured traffic and environment description of scenarios that is 

based on the previous work in the PEGASUS project by [31, 32]. Scholtes et.al. adapt the 6-layer model to allow 

the separation of spatial (L1-L3) and temporal (L4-L6) scenario elements [33] and to represent the urban 

operational design domain that is considered in the VVM project: 

1. Road Network and Traffic Guidance Objects, e.g. roads, sidewalks, traffic lights. 

2. Roadside Structures, e.g. buildings, guardrails, street lamps. 

3. Temporary Modifications of L1 and L2, e.g. temporary signs, covered markings. 

4. Dynamic Objects, e.g. vehicles, pedestrians, animals. 

5. Environmental Conditions, e.g. lighting, wind, road surface condition. 

6. Digital Information, e.g. V2X messages, traffic light states. 

This paper focuses on layer 4 and SUT behavior in relation to other traffic participants. 

In analogy to requirements-based testing, [31] defines a logical test case as a logical scenario including PFC and 

requirements for test execution. A concrete test case is derived from a logical test case by specifying the scenario 

parameters. PFC for test cases may use performance and criticality metrics including a target or threshold value. 

CONSIDERATIONS FOR PLAUSIBILZATION OF XIL TESTS 

Validation and Plausibilization 

While validation is a term commonly used when it comes to actual product development and testing, the validation 

of XiL environments relates to the test environment itself. Since a XiL environment is composed of multiple 

simulation models [34], the definition of validation is based on the definition for simulation models by 

Schlesinger: 

“[Validation is the] substantiation that a [simulation] model [or XiL environment] within its domain of 

applicability possesses a satisfactory range of accuracy consistent with the intended application of the 

model [or environment].” [35] 

A simulation model is an implementation of a conceptual model as illustrated in Figure 1. Prior to validation, the 

steps qualification and verification are to be applied. We use the same reference to define qualification: 

“[Qualification is the] determination of adequacy of the conceptual model to provide an acceptable level 

of agreement for the domain of intended application.” [35] 

For verification we use the same reference with adjustments in accordance to Sargent [36]: 

“[Verification is the] substantiation that a [simulation] model [is a correct implementation of a 

conceptional model and] represents [the] conceptual model within specified limits of accuracy.” [35] 
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Figure 1. Relation between qualification, validation, verification of simulation models ( [35], extended by 

“Plausibilization”). 

For the scope of this publication, we only discuss validation and therefore assume that qualification and 

verification have been performed successfully for all simulation models used in a XiL environment. 

Since the intended application of a XiL environment is to reduce real-world tests by generating evidence on real-

world behavior of the SUT, existing uncertainties [37] need to be taken into account when it comes to XiL 

validation. Consequently, XiL validation needs to cover statistical aspects. In the context of scenario-based testing, 

this requires multiple samples of reference scenarios of both XiL and real-world testing. We therefore extend the 

definition of XiL validation above for scenario-based testing by the following requirement: 

In the context of scenario-based testing, proving a satisfactory range of accuracy must consider uncertainty 

of test results and system behavior. This requires data from multiple back-to-back test executions of both 

real-world and XiL test. 

While execution of multiple real-world or XiL tests may be feasible for some applications, there are applications 

where only a single real-world and XiL scenario execution can be tested and analyzed, e.g. due to economic or 

practical reasons. Since the term validation as previously specified would not be applicable, we introduce 

plausibilization as a preliminary step towards validation: 

Plausibilization in the context of scenario-based testing is the substantiation that a XiL environment 

possesses a satisfactory range of accuracy proven for one back-to-back test execution in real world and 

XiL. It does not consider uncertainty of test results or system behavior. 

Validation implicitly requires a successful plausibilization. The rest of this paper will focus on XiL plausibilization 

in the context of scenario-based testing, without specifying subsequent steps for XiL validation. 

Pass/fail Criteria and Test Result 

As a prerequisite to the following sections, we further introduce PFC as a binary output of a test evaluation: 

PFC = f1(x1
out, … , xn

out) Equation (1) 

  

With 𝑥𝑜𝑢𝑡 representing an output of the test execution, e.g. trajectory data or criticality metrics. PFC are defined 

based on expert knowledge depending on the SUT and scenario to be tested. In addition, we formally introduce a 

test result T as the aggregation of all PFC: 

T = [PFC1, … , PFCm] Equation (2) 

  

A METHOD FOR PLAUSIBILIZATION OF XIL TESTS 

Overview 

As already discussed in the previous section, plausibilization compares a XiL test execution data to a real-world 

test execution, represented by PG. Each test execution shall be called a “sample”, yielding the terms “XiL sample” 
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and “PG sample”. Plausibilization is successful if the samples (𝑆𝑋𝑖𝐿 , 𝑆𝑃𝐺) of both test environments are classified 

as equivalent. Equivalence (𝐸 = 1) requires the following two criteria: 

1. The test results of both test environments are identical. 

E1 = {
1, TXiL = TPG

0, otherwise
 Equation (3) 

  

2. The scenario trajectories which lead to the test result are equivalent. This is evaluated using 𝑘 scenario 

distance measures 𝑑𝑘 as follows: 

E2 = {
1, dk(SXiL, SPG) < dk,max∀k

0, otherwise
 Equation (4) 

  

Equivalence is achieved if both criteria are met: 

E = {
1, E1⋀E2

0, otherwise
 Equation (5) 

  

It is assumed that all data required to compute both PFC and scenario distance measures is available, including 

ego and object trajectories. If there are limitations in data availability in at least one test environment, the method 

may still be applicable if PFC or scenario distance measures are adapted. 

Pass/fail Criteria 

PFC are defined and selected based on expert knowledge, given the logical scenario and the SUT. If applicable, 

PFC are designed in a way that yields “1” for a desired behavior and “0” for undesired behavior. For this 

publication, we introduce the following PFC: 

No collision: Indicates that no collision of the ego vehicle and another dynamic object such as vehicle or 

pedestrian has occurred in the scenario: 

noColl = {
1,  no collision occurred
0, collision occurred

 Equation (6) 

  

TTC threshold: Indicates that the minimal TTC has not undercut a specific threshold in the scenario. The 

threshold needs to be selected based on the logical scenario and the SUT. 

ttcTh = {
1,  TTC(t) ≥ TTCmin ∀t
0, otherwise

 Equation (7) 

  

AEBS warning: Indicates if the AEBS of the ego vehicle has triggered a warning to the driver in the scenario. 

aebsW = {
1,  warning triggered
0, otherwise

 Equation (8) 

  

AEBS partial braking: Indicates if the AEBS of the ego vehicle has triggered a partial braking in the scenario. 

aebsPB = {
1,  partial braking triggered
0, otherwise

 Equation (9) 

  

AEBS full braking: Indicates if the AEBS of the ego vehicle has triggered a full braking in the scenario. 

aebsFB = {
1,  full braking triggered
0, otherwise

 Equation (10) 

  

Blind spot information: Indicates if the BSIS of the ego vehicle has triggered a blind spot information to the 

driver in the scenario. 

bsisI = {
1,  information triggered
0, otherwise

 Equation (11) 
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Blind spot warning: Indicates if the BSIS of the ego vehicle has triggered a blind spot warning to the driver in 

the scenario. 

bsisW = {
1,  warning triggered
0, otherwise

 Equation (12) 

  

ASGA braking: Indicates if the ASGA of the ego vehicle has triggered a blind spot braking in the scenario. 

asgaB = {
1,  braking triggered
0, otherwise

 Equation (13) 

  

Scenario Distance Measures 

The general idea of scenario distance measures is to quantify the dissimilarity of two concrete scenarios based on 

the data generated from their execution  [38]. Though being deployed in multiple applications, scenario distance 

measures have rarely been named explicitly in publications. We focus on those scenario distance measures that 

can be computed from recorded trajectory data [39, 40] . This requires a definition of three coordinate systems as 

follows (see Figure 2): 

Inertial coordinate system: A coordinate system bound to a static reference point and without any rotation. For 

the sake of simplicity, the coordinate system is initialized with its x-axis coinciding with the ego vehicles’ x-axis 

at the beginning of a scenario. Variables using this coordinate system are indicated by index “i”. 

Ego coordinate system: A coordinate system bound to a static reference point and rotating with the ego vehicle. 

Consequently, both x-axes of coordinate system and ego vehicle coincide at any time. Index “e” indicates this 

coordinate system. 

Object coordinate system: A coordinate system bound to the front of the ego vehicle and rotating with the ego 

vehicle. Hence, the coordinate system moves with the ego vehicle and has coinciding x-axes with the ego vehicle 

at any time. This coordinate system is indicated by index “o”. 

 

Figure 2. Overview of coordinate systems used. 

The following trajectory data are processes for the scenario distance measures: 

 Ego trajectory in inertial coordinate system: rego
i = [xi, yi] 

 Ego longitudinal velocity in ego coordinate system: 𝑣𝑥,𝑒𝑔𝑜
𝑒  

 Ego yaw angle in inertial coordinate system: 𝜑𝑒𝑔𝑜
𝑖  

 Object relative trajectory in object coordinate system: 𝑟𝑞
𝑜 = [𝑥𝑞

𝑜, 𝑦𝑞
𝑜]  

The initial step to compute the scenario distance measures is the application of Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) 

[41] on the ego trajectory data and the extraction of the respective DTW path. This eliminates time dependency. 

Given two time series 𝐴 = [𝑎1, … , 𝑎𝑛] and 𝐵 = [𝑏1, … , 𝑏𝑚], DTW assigns for each element a corresponding 

element of the other time series: [𝑎𝑢 , 𝑏𝑣]. The vectors 𝑢 = [𝑢1, … , 𝑢𝑝] and 𝑣 = [𝑣1, … , 𝑣𝑝] represent the DTW 

path.  

𝑦

𝑥

Ego CS

Inertial CS

𝜑
𝜑

Object CS

Ego vehicle
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The DTW path is adjusted in the following way: In order to reduce the number of elements which are assigned 

multiple times, only the elements of the time series containing fewer elements are assigned to the elements of the 

time series with more elements. Hence, there is no change in the time series containing more elements. Given 𝑛 ≤

𝑚, this yields an alternative assignment [𝑎𝑢 , 𝑏�̂�′
] with �̂� = [�̂�1, … , �̂�𝑚] and �̂� = [1, … , 𝑚]. In case multiple 

elements 𝑢𝑝,1, … , 𝑢𝑝,𝑘 of A are assigned to an element of B, the last element �̂�𝑝 = 𝑢𝑝,𝑘 is selected. Furthermore, 

if 𝑚 < 𝑛, �̂� and �̂� are determined vice versa. 

Using the DTW path, we define three scenario distance measures: 

Scenario Distance Measure 1 uses the ego vehicle trajectory and the relative trajectory of an object: 

d1(SXiL, SPG) = max
j

0.5 ∙ (g (rego,ûj

i,XiL , rego,v̂j

i,PG ) +  g (rq,ûj

o,XiL , rq,v̂j

o,PG ))   Equation (14) 

  

g(x, y) = min (|x − y|, gth) Equation (15) 

  

The parameter 𝑔𝑡ℎ defines a threshold for the maximum Euclidean distance of 𝑥 and 𝑦. 

Scenario Distance Measure 2 analyzes the ego vehicle longitudinal velocity: 

d2(SXiL, SPG) =
1

max (n, m)
∑ g(vx,ego,ûj

e,XiL , vx,ego,v̂j

e,PG )

max (n,m)

j=1

 Equation (16) 

  

Scenario Distance Measure 3 considers the ego vehicle yaw angle: 

d3(SXiL, SPG) =
1

max (n, m)
∑ g(φego,ûj

i,XiL , φego,v̂j

i,PG )

max (n,m)

j=1

 Equation (17) 

  

If there are two or more dynamic objects in the scenario, they have to be assigned to each other. Since in this 

publication only scenarios with one other object are considered, there is no further assignment algorithm 

necessary. 

Scenario Distance Measure Threshold Determination 

In order to apply Equation (4), it is necessary to define suitable scenario distance thresholds which mark 

equivalence of two samples. As there is no standardized process for this, we propose and apply a new method for 

this. 

As previously mentioned, uncertainties are inherent to both XiL and PG tests. Consequently, test results may 

differ if an identical concrete scenario is executed repeatedly. Each sample is assigned to a respective test result, 

yielding groups of samples. For each group, scenario distance measures to samples within the group are computed. 

It is assumed that there is at least one group of samples where 95 % (Coverage C) of the scenario distance measure 

population falls below the threshold that indicates equivalence. Since the number of samples in each group is a 

finite number, a one-sided tolerance interval [42] is used to compute the respective thresholds for each group: 

P(F(dk,Ti,max) ≥ C) ≥ 1 − α Equation (18) 

 

The parameter 𝛼 represents the confidence and is set to 95 %. This method is applied to each test result/sample 

group occurring, given that there exist at least three samples in the respective group. As a next step, the minimum 

threshold value of all groups is selected: 

dk,max min
Ti

dk,Ti,max Equation (19) 
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APPLICATION OF XIL PLAUSIBILIZATION 

Reference SUT and Scenarios 

The plausibilization method presented is applied to the software test of a series AUTOSAR-based [43] Electronic 

Control Unit (ECU) for execution of ADAS algorithms, including those for AEBS, BSIS and ASGA. Environment 

sensors provide the required information to the SUT, while respective actuator controllers are deployed for vehicle 

control. 

 

Figure 3. Overview of reference scenarios. 

For evaluation, three concrete scenarios are instantiated from the logical scenario illustrated in Figure 3 and 

described below: 

Scenario 1A: The ego vehicle drives with highway speed towards a stationary passenger car. 

Scenario 1B: Identical to Scenario 1A, except to an additional sensor error injection for the relative distance of 

the preceding passenger car. This scenario is only performed in XiL tests. 

Scenario 2: The ego vehicle drives with city speed and turns right. A pedestrian walks next to the right side of 

the ego vehicle, in the same direction as the ego vehicle drives prior to the turn maneuver. Due to the turning 

maneuver of the ego vehicle, the trajectories of ego vehicle and pedestrian intersect. 

While scenarios 1A and 1B are intended to trigger an AEBS reaction, scenario 2 is supposed to lead to a BSIS 

and ASGA reaction. Based on the SUT, the following PFC are selected for each scenario: 

Scenario 1A/1B: [noColl, ttcTh, aebsW, aebsPB, aebsFB] 

Scenario 2: [noColl, bsisI, bsisW, asgaB] 

XiL Environment and Proving Ground 

A SiL environment is used as XiL representation, including simulation models for vehicle, other ECUs, driver, 

environment (objects etc.) and sensors. The SUT representation is fully virtual as well and contains the real SUT 

series application code, while base software is modeled in a simplified way. Scenarios are defined using a 

combination of Open Drive [44] and proprietary description files. Each concrete scenario is tested once, as there 

does not exist considerable aleatory uncertainty in this SiL environment. 

Proving ground tests are performed for scenario 1A and 2. There are five samples of scenario 1A (indicated by I 

to V) and three samples of scenario 2 (indicated by VI to VIII), which allows the computation of scenario distance 

measure thresholds. Scenario 1A tested on PG also serves as a reference for scenario 1B SiL tests. 

Scenario 1A Scenario 2Scenario 1B

Sensor error
injection
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In both test environments, SUT network communication is recorded consistently. Furthermore, precise trajectory 

data using Differential-GPS is recorded on PG, while equivalent ground truth information can be extracted from 

SiL tests. In order to compute scenario distance measures, all tracks are previously cut using predefined start and 

end conditions. 

Plausibilization Results 

Scenario distance measure thresholds are determined based on PG samples. Since in this example all test results 

are identical in the respective PG tests for scenario 1A, there is only one group of samples. Though this does not 

apply for scenario 2, we still consider all PG samples as part of an equivalent group as there has been a manual 

driver brake intervention in case of no ASGA brake intervention (applies to sample VI). The analysis as described 

in Equation (18) and Equation (19) yields individual thresholds d1,max, d2,max and d3,max for scenarios 1A/1B and 

scenario 2: 

Table 1. 

Scenario distance thresholds 

Scenario 𝐝𝟏,𝐦𝐚𝐱 𝐝𝟐,𝐦𝐚𝐱 𝐝𝟑,𝐦𝐚𝐱 

1A/1B 2.434 0.752 0.006 

2 6.657 0.443 0.028 

 

Plausibilization is applied to all sample combinations of corresponding scenarios, which yields the following 

results: 

Table 2. 

Equivalence of Scenarios 1A and 1B (1/0 indicate whether equivalence of PFC or scenario distance measure 

is achieved) 

Sample 

combination 
𝐧𝐨𝐂𝐨𝐥𝐥 𝐭𝐭𝐜𝐓𝐡 𝐚𝐞𝐛𝐬𝐖 𝐚𝐞𝐛𝐬𝐏𝐁 𝐚𝐞𝐛𝐬𝐅𝐁 𝒅𝟏 𝒅𝟐 𝒅𝟑 𝑬 

1A-I 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 

1A-II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

1A-III 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

1A-IV 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

1A-V 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 

1B-I 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 

1B-II 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 

1B-III 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 

1B-IV 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 

1B-V 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 

Table 3. 

Equivalence of Scenario 2 (1/0 indicate whether equivalence of PFC or scenario distance measure is 

achieved) 

Sample 

combination 

𝒏𝒐𝑪𝒐𝒍𝒍 𝒃𝒔𝒊𝒔𝑰 𝒃𝒔𝒊𝒔𝑾 𝒂𝒔𝒈𝒂𝑩 𝒅𝟏 𝒅𝟐 𝒅𝟑 𝑬 

2-VI 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 

2-VII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

2-VIII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

 

In Table 2 and Table 3, 1/0 indicates whether equivalence of PFC or scenario distance measure is achieved. For 

scenario 1A, three of five sample combinations are classified as plausible, while the same applies to two of three 

scenario 2 samples. For scenario 1A, the samples with unsuccessful plausibilization were not equivalent in terms 

of scenario distance measures. In contrast, scenario 2, one sample is not equivalent due to a mismatch of a PFC 
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(𝑎𝑠𝑔𝑎𝐵). For scenario 1B, plausibilization is not successful for any sample due to failed equivalence of scenario 

distance measure 1. A plot to illustrate scenario distance measures for both a plausible (1A-II) and not plausible 

(1B-II) sample combination (both marked in gray in Table 2) is shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. 

 

Figure 4. Illustration of scenario distance measures for sample combination 1A-II (plausible). 

 

Figure 5. Illustration of scenario distance measures for sample combination 1B-II (not plausible). 

The major difference between scenario 1A and 1B is a deviation of 𝑑1, which is caused by a significant increase 

of the aggregated distance (0.5 ∙ (g (rego,ûj

i,XiL , rego,v̂j

i,PG ) +  g (rq,ûj

o,XiL , rq,v̂j

o,PG )) in Equation (17) in scenario 1B. There is 

also a higher deviation of the mean ego velocity in scenario 1B. This behavior can be explained by the error 

injection, which causes the ego vehicle to brake earlier in scenario 1B compared to scenario 1A in both SiL and 

PG. 

Discussion 

The presented XiL plausibilization method combines an expert knowledge-based approach (PFC) with a data-

driven approach (scenario distance measures). While PFC equivalence ensures that a XiL test yields the same test 

results as a PG test, scenario distance measures are used to evaluate the trajectories leading to these test results. 

Both PFC and scenario distance measures can be tailored to application demands, including both testing of ADAS 

and ADS. Consequently, this dependency may lead to different plausibilization results for the same XiL and PG 

data. However, this is a desired behavior as requirements for XiL tests may vary by application. 
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When it comes to the application example presented, the overall plausibilization statement can be considered as 

reasonable from a visual expert inspection of all scenarios. Both scenario 1A and 2 show a very similar SUT 

stimulation and behavior in XiL and PG, whereas the plausibilization results of scenario 1B are caused by a 

different SUT behavior which has been identified in trajectory analysis through scenario distance measures. Even 

though there is no standardized way to evaluate a plausibilization statement, the presented method is suitable for 

the use case discussed and can be adapted for further use cases. 

While mere plausibilization is not sufficient to statistically compare XiL to PG, it is still a necessary step towards 

a XiL validation. The fact that plausibilization of scenario 1A does not yield a positive result for all PG samples 

shows the variance of PG tests and underscores this statement. To argument credibility of a XiL environment it is 

not expected that all sample combinations are classified as plausible. Statistical evaluation will therefore enhance 

the plausibilization statement. 

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 

Credibility of XiL tests is a major concern when it comes to their growing deployment to test ADAS and ADS. 

While direct comparison of a XiL test to a reference PG test is an established procedure, taking into account 

uncertainty of both XiL and real-world testing is a significant enhancement of existing XiL validation methods. 

In this paper, we discuss XiL validation and introduce the term plausibilization as a preliminary step towards 

validation. We further provide a potential method to plausibilize a XiL sample by comparing its PFC and scenario 

distance measures to a PG sample as a reference. To evaluate usability of this method, it is applied to an ADAS 

series ECU SiL test. For two concrete scenarios, a successful plausibilization can be executed for a majority of 

sample combinations. In an additional scenario, which contains an intended error injection, all sample 

combinations are evaluated as not plausible. 

The overall plausibilization method is promising considering the application example discussed. Nevertheless, 

there is a high dependency on PFC and scenario distance measure selection and definition of scenario distance 

measure thresholds. As for right now, these steps require a significant amount of expert knowledge and may be 

biased. For XiL validation, it is furthermore necessary to add steps considering statistical behavior and uncertainty 

of test and plausibilization results. 
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